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*Plan of this talk:

1. Introduction: motivation and timescale.

2. LHCb Upgrade-1 challenges.

3. LHCb Upgrade-2 challenges.

4. Physics Case:
4.1Vub phase (ultimate precision on γ).
4.2Vts phase (ultimate precision on ϕs).

4.3 Charm decays.

4.4 Rare decays.

4.5 Beyond flavour.

5. Take home messages.
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So far, no significant signs for NP from direct searches at the LHC while a (the SM?) 
Higgs boson has been found with a mass of ~125 GeV/c2.

Before LHC/LEP, expectations were that “naturally” the masses of the new particles 
would have to be light in order to reduce the “fine tuning” of the radiative corrections to 
the Higgs mass.  

However, the absence of NP effects observed in precision measurements implied some 
level of “fine tuning” in the flavour sector.  Why, if there is NP at the TeV energy scale, it 
does not show up in precision measurements?

NP FLAVOUR PROBLEM à
Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV).

As we push the energy scale of NP higher, 
hypothesis like MFV look less convincing
à chances to see NP in flavour physics 
have increased when Naturalness (in the 
Higgs sector) seems to be less plausible!

N.Arkani-Hamed, 
Intensity Frontier 
Workshop (Nov 

2011, Washington)
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The gauge component is the “elegant” part. There is no distinction between 
different generations and has a huge degree of symmetry. We only need to 
know α,θW, MW and αs and everything is determined by the local gauge symmetry 
group: SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)Y

The Higgs component, however, breaks 
the flavour symmetry. It is the origin of 
the flavour structure of the model. It is 
also the component that is not stable to 
quantum corrections. To describe this 
part we need a total of 14 parameters! 

SM flavour problem
The origin of masses and mixings, together 
with the origin of family replications is 
probably the most pressing problem of the SM.
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CKM parameters (A,λ,ρ,η) are not predicted by the SM. They need to be measured!

If we assume NP enters mainly at loop level, it is interesting to compare the determination 
of the parameters (ρ,η) from processes dominated by tree diagrams (Vub ,Vcb , γ,…) with 
the ones from loop diagrams (ΔMd&ΔMs, β(s),εK , …).

NP allowed at O(20%) in bàd transitions (accuracy in tree level measurements) 
and similarly in bàs transitions (accuracy in loop level measurements). 

Loop measurements
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Currently :   σ(CBd) = 0.11, σ(CBs) = 0.09
σ(ϕBd) = 1.8°,  σ(ϕBs) = 0.9°
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Rule of thumb: 1ab-1 at Belle-II ~ 1fb-1 at LHCb

LHCb Upgrade-1 during LS2: full software 
trigger à readout all detectors at 40MHz, replace 
tracking detectors and ℒ~2x1033 sec-1 cm-2.

Consolidate PID, tracking and ECAL during LS3.

LHCb Upgrade-2 during LS4: use new detector 
technologies (including timing) to increase ℒ~(1-
2)x1034 sec-1 cm-2.
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- Full Software Trigger (trigger-less readout) à replace all front-end electronics (for Si 
detectors also sensors).

- Increase in multiplicity (average visible pileup from ~1.5 to ~5) à replace tracking 
detectors:  VELO pixel, UT, SciFi.

- Accumulate 50 fb-1 during RUN 3 and 4.
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TRIGGER:
Remove of hardware trigger (L0) à do the same 
than in RUN2 but 10 times higher rate in RUN3!

Several innovations (TURBO, online detector 
calibration,…) successfully implemented in RUN2.

DETECTORS:
VELO pixel innovative cooling system (CO2 

evaporative in microchannels). New read-out ASIC.

Scintillating fibres read-out with SPM. New read-
out ASIC. Clustering in FPGAs in front-end box.

Cherenkov detectors replace HPD for MAPMTs, 
RICH1 replace quartz window, gas enclosure, 
mirror…

CALO/Muon remove detectors not needed 
anymore and replace read-out electronics.
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- Collect data 10 times faster, ℒ~(1-2)x1034 sec-1 cm-2! Integrated luminosity will be limited 
by need to replace LHC focusing magnets (~300 fb-1).

- Even larger multiplicities (average visible interactions ~40) àtiming information is 
crucial!

- New detector to maintain current performance in much harsher environment.
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Separation PV and SV and ghost rate 
similar than RUN 2 if timing <100ps. 
available.

VELO pixel (LGAD, planar, 3D, monolithic) 
could be thin, large signal, O(50)ps/hit 
feasible, needs R&D for radiation 
hardness and mechanics!

Tracker promising technology HV-CMOS 
pixel detector (as pioneered by mu3e at 
PSI). Radiation hard.

CERN/LHCC 2018-27
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q=u: with D and anti-D in same final state

B±àDXs Xs={K±, K±ππ, K*±,…}

q=s: Time dependent CP analysis.    
Inteference between Bs mixing and decay.

BsàD±
sK

q= q=

(|VcbVus|αλ3) (|VubVcs|αλ3)
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Upgrade-1

Upgrade-2

Belle-II projections reach σ(γ)~1.5° (using all modes), while LHCb Upgrade-1 should reach 
σ(γ)~1°, and LHCb Upgrade-2 should reach an ultimate precision σ(γ)~0.35°, which will 
allow for a comparison of loops vs tree with similar precision (NP in bàd transitions 
at few % level).

Currently  :    σ(CBd) = 0.11,   σ(ϕBd) = 1.8°
Upgrade-2:    σ(CBd) = 0.03,   σ(ϕBd) = 0.28°

arXiv:1812.07638

tanγ ≈ η
ρ

CERN/LHCC 2018-27
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Currently  :    σ(CBs) = 0.09,   σ(ϕBs) = 0.89°
Upgrade-2:    σ(CBs) = 0.026,   σ(ϕBs) = 0.29°

arXiv:1812.07638

φs ≈ −2ηλ
2

ATLAS/CMS may be able to reach a sensitivity O(10) mrad with 3 ab-1. 
LHCb Upgrade-1 sensitivity ~10 mrad expected to be better than ~3 mrad
for Upgrade-2à Should allow for a meaningful trees vs loop comparison 
also for bàs transitions.

CERN/LHCC 2018-27

arXiv:1812.07638
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Upgrade-1 Upgrade-2

Currently the precision in B(d,s) mixing measurements are powerful probes for NP (for 
instance non-MFV NP) but the precision provided by LHCb Upgrade-2 is needed to 
have a meaningful comparison between bàs loop transitions and tree measurements.
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Recent observation of direct CPV in 
charm decays at LHCb: 

The large amount of charm in LHCb
Upgrade-2, if reasonable trigger 
performance can be kept, would allow 
reaching the level of indirect CPV in the 
SM, O(10-5). 

Characterization of NP contributions.

PRL 122, 211803 (2019) arXiv:1812.07638
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300 fb-1 LHCb

The LHC experiments have observed the decay Bsà μμ in agreement with the SM with a ~25% precision. 
LHCb Upgrade-2 could bring precision down to 4.4%, compared to ~12% from ATLAS/CMS. 

Next in the list is the observation of the decay Bdà μμ. LHCb Upgrade-2 could reach a precision of 9.4%, 
compared to (15-25)% from ATLAS/CMS. In addition, the large statistics would allow O(100) Bs 
effectively flavor tagged Bsà μμ and reach new observables like the time dependent CP asymmetry:

Moreover, with Upgrade-2 sensitivity to SM Ksà μμ.

arXiv:1702.05498
arXiv:1812.07638
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Winter 2020 update

LHCb angular analysis of BàK*μμ (4.7 fb-1) 
shows some hints for deviations for the CP-
averaged measurements of S5 and AFB.

Belle/ATLAS/CMS do not have enough
precision to confirm/refute the hints now, but 
would improve by ~(5-15) in precision by 
~2040.

LHCb Upgrade-2, however, should provide a 
precise measurement of these observables. In 
addition bàd transitions can be included.

arXiv:2003.04831

CERN/LHCC 2018-27
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Winter 2019 update

RK (4.7 fb-1)= 0.846 +0.060 
-0.054 (stat) +0.014 

-0.016 (syst)
RK* (3 fb-1)= 0.69 +0.11 

-0.07 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst)

Both LHCb measurements show a ~2.5σ
discrepancy with the SM, with a precision (7-
18)%

Belle-II should reach ~3% precision, while LHCb
Upgrade-2 should reach ~0.7% precision on 
RK(*), and add ~2% precision on Rϕ, RpK,…

LHCb Upgrade-2 should be able to discriminate 
between NP models able to explain bàs penguin 
anomalies.

PRL 122 (2019) 191801

CERN/LHCC 2018-27
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Belle-II

arXiv:1603.08926

Search for dark photons (A’) decaying 
in dimuons, thanks to the upgraded 
LHCb trigger (trigger-less) and 
detector resolution!

With Upgrade-2 LHCb expect to have best 
sensitivity for mA’<mΦ and competitive with 
Belle-II in the region mΦ < mA’< mJ/ψ.

JINST 10 P06013

LHCb has a powerful b/c-jet discrimination. 
Assuming this is maintained in Upgrade-2, there is an 
interesting potential to search for Hàcc. In 
particular, if the acceptance (η coverage) for leptons 
from Z/W decays is increased.

With Upgrade-2 LHCb could get very 
close to the SM sensitivity for Hàcc. 
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The SM has no explanation for flavour. FCNC is one of the most powerful 
tools to get indirect information about NP, that ideally should provide an 
explanation for the quark and lepton masses and mixings parameters.

Currently precision measurements of FCNC processes still allow O(20%) 
NP contributions. LHCb upgrades program will test NP at the few % level in 
both bàd and bàs transitions. Will reach SM sensitivity in the indirect CPV 
in charm decays. 

Current anomalies in bàs penguin rare decays could be a first hint for NP. 
LHCb upgrades will provide enough statistical power to discriminate between 
NP models, and provide access to other observables (including bàd
transitions).

LHCb Upgrade-2 is profiting from current R&D in detector technologies 
(timing in silicon, etc…), and increasing the physics program of the HL-LHC. 
No doubt it’s a challenging project, but so far the LHCb Collaboration has beaten all 
a priori expectations.


